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“Preparing for 2030”, an Experimental Class
by Thinker School on Critical Thinking
“The world is ever evolving; how do we prepare for the future?”
“Without compassion and an open mind, democracy would be in vain”
In light of Lung Yingtai Cultural Foundation’s commitment to cultivate a global perspective in the youth
of Taiwan, “Thinker School” (思學堂) was launched in January 2022. The content includes sustainability,
democracy, technology, and future. It was a 5-day 4-night workshop held in Taitung, attended by 40 youth
under the age of 25 (including 3 high schoolers from Junyi) and 14 distinguished speakers from various
fields.
The theme of the program was "Preparing for 2030". This is in response to the United Nations' 2015
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which consists of 17 goals covering three major dimensions:
economic, social, and environmental. The year 2030 has become an important date for academics,
governments, and advocacy organizations to reflect on the future of mankind. Read more.

The Alliance Cultural Foundation:
“Stanley Yen & Friends” Webinar with Paul Chiang
16th April was when the second “Stanley Yen & Friends” webinar took place inviting contemporary artist
Paul Chiang. In total 1,370 people registered with 2,500 online views to-date. Chair Stanley Yen and
Chiang, even in their 70s and 80s respectively, still dream big. To them, Taitung is where they are
climbing their life’s second mountain. For Chair Yen, Taitung is the place where he is realizing his dream
of a civil society and living; for Chiang, it is the place he discovered freedom in creating. “I’ve lived in
Taitung for 14 years. Though I am getting older, my creativity over the last few years has been the highest.
Every morning when I wake up at 5:00a.m., I am eager to go into my studio. I feel like there is much to
do, and new inspiration continues to come to me.” said Chiang.
Chiang believes that if he wasn’t an artist, he would be an architect. The Paul Chiang Art Center will be
his life’s greatest work. Chair Yen and Chiang envisions the art center to be a space that expresses the
spirit of Huatung. When topics of civil society and romance, peace and war, arts and life, dream and
mission are discussed what is obvious is their shared goodness and young hearts.
Watch the webinar here.

The Alliance Cultural Foundation:
Co-learning Photography from New Taipei City to Hualien
In 2019, the “A New Vista for Children” initiative, one of The Alliance Cultural Foundation’s first
projects using cameras as a teaching tool, was introduced into the Tunshan Elementary School in New
Taipei City. Each year, the now 6th grade class accomplishes a dream project. In the 4th grade, they
produced a book consisting of photos and poems by class members. In the 5th grade, they held a
photography exhibition at the Tamsui Fisherman's Wharf displaying photos taken of memories from their
hometown. This year, in the 6th grade, the class highlighted photography as part of their graduation trip.
Named the “Travel with a Camera” project, the class took photos from Tamsui, Su-ao, Taroko National
Park to Shoufeng and back to Taipei.
As part of their graduation trip, they made a special visit to the Xikou Elementary School in Hualien
where the “A New Vista for Children” initiative was introduced in 2021. Class members shared their
learnings over the three years, and gave each student the book produced in their 4th grade. Through the
initiative, the 6th grade class of Tunshan Elementary School developed the ability to share their
knowledge with their younger peers as well as the ability to share their growth. Photography not only gave
an opportunity for learning, but also played an important role in nourishing their lives.

Junyi School of Innovation:
“The Listener” Workshop
Junyi School of Innovation introduced The Alliance Cultural Foundation’s “The Listener” initiative as
part of its teachers’ enhancement learning program. The workshop aimed to equip teachers with guiding
skills. Prior to the workshop, participants were required to watch videos and note down questions for
discussion; at the workshop, participants had the opportunity to practice their learnings. Led by
Counselling Psychologist Chih-Heng Chen, participants went into deep discussions.
One teacher shared her inability to handle students that provoked her. She felt powerless and upset. “I am
always well-tempered when I speak with my students, and I don’t understand why they respond rudely.”
Through the workshop, she discovered that what she actually felt was disappointment. “I feel powerless to
respond to students that are rude. It makes me feel I don’t have the ability to be a good teacher.” Chen
asserts the teacher’s self-awareness. She believes that with awareness comes the ability to solve the
problem. Chen said, “When you focus on positivity, you will notice that the students that give you attitude
are the minority. Most students are polite and respectful. Though you currently don’t have the ability yet
to respond to these students, how you handle your other students and how you teach shows good ability
and result.” Chen guided teachers to practice self-awareness in one’s emotions, to understand self on a
deeper level means the ability to express emotions responsibly.
Watch pre-workshop videos here.

Junyi School of Innovation:
A Unique Performance with Rafael Lee & Global Musicians
Rafael Lee is a musician that has performed in several countries across the globe. 17th March, he invited
to Taitung musicians from France, Paraguay, Argentina as well as Golden Melody Awards’ Best Vocalist –
Aboriginal Language Tulbus Mangququ. Together they performed at the Junyi Wonderland Performing
Arts Center. The performance combines Taiwan aboriginal music, latin jazz, and Chinese flute.
Lee understands Junyi’s value of nurturing global visions as well as the importance of practical experience
and invites students and teachers to work on putting the performance together from sound control to
lighting. One student commented, “This is my first time performing with such a professional group of
musicians. I felt nervous at first that my performance may drag them down, however, Lee continued to
give me encouragement and assurance. Our music teacher also created opportunity for us to practice after
class and helped shift our mindset from feeling performance pressure to enjoying the music. Tulbus
Mangququ also sang with us on stage. Everyone was happy.” Guests invited to the performance included
local musicians, students Taiwan aboriginal singer Kimbo Hu, Tiehua Music Village performers, Taitung
Echo Orchestra, Bulareyaung Dance Company to name a few.
Special appreciation to Mr. Quintin Wu and Mr. Kenny Cheng for their support allowing this international
performance to take place in Taitung.
Watch the performance here.

